DCOE-TYPE TWIN SIDEDRAFT ADAPTER MANIFOLD
Powerful Weber induction just became easier to install with the Inglese™
DCOE-Type Twin Sidedraft Adapter Manifold. This permanent mold,
precision cast adapter manifold mounts directly to any 4150-style carb
opening and delivers increased airﬂow for greater engine horsepower.
Made from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum, these adapters deliver
increased hood clearance and offer the performance and affordability of
Weber twin sidedraft DCOE carburetion for a fraction of the cost of eight
stack systems. The Inglese™ DCOE-Type Twin Sidedraft Adapter Manifold
can be purchased individually or as part of a complete Inglese™ Induction
System. Visit www.inglese.com for complete kit listings.
Increased CFM – more airﬂow for increased engine power
Mounts to any 4150-ﬂanged carburetor system
Aircraft quality 6061-T6 permanent mold casting
DESCRIPTION

PART #

DCOE-Type Twin Sidedraft Adapter Manifold

NG1711

GAUGES
Inglese™ offers several gauges with different psi ranges for checking
your fuel pressure, including two available for Weber carburetors
and one for the Inglese™ EFI Induction Systems. Each has a shiny
chrome-ﬁnish body and is properly calibrated for its application. All
Inglese™ gauges feature a 1/8 NPT ﬁtting and an Inglese™ logo on
the face – so don’t be fooled by cheap imitations.
DESCRIPTION

PART #

Fuel Pressure Liquid Filled Gauge 0-10psi

NG1124

Fuel PSI Gauge w/ Colored Dial 0-8psi

NG3150

Fuel PSI Gauge w/ Colored Dial 30-90psi

NG4012

REVERSE PLATE MOUNTING KIT
Until now, manifold casting for Weber IDA carbs required all of the
carburetors to face the same direction. The Inglese™ Weber IDA Reverse
Plate Mounting Kit changes that by allowing the reverse mounting of IDA
carburetors to optimize linkage and fuel line set-up. The kit features CNCbillet construction, making for a precision ﬁt and only raises the height of
the carbs by ¼-inch, so the modiﬁcations are virtually unnoticeable.
!LLOWS REVERSE MOUNTING OF 7EBER )$! CARBS
Allows user to orient fuel lines and throttle linkage
either inboard or outboard
Virtually unnoticeable hardware & adapter plates
Includes all necessary bolts, studs, plates and eight
carburetor gaskets
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DESCRIPTION

PART #

Reverse Plate Mounting Kit

NG1670
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